
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
implementations manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for implementations manager

Establish alliances with other departments and organizations
Identify sales opportunities for services or functionality
Special projects, and internal projects will also be assigned on an as need
basis
Works with Associate Director to develop program, policies and procedures
to meet NCQA and industry standards
Assists in provider contracting template consolidation process and
contracting analytics to track provisions by CDO
Assist with communication to Care Delivery and any external stakeholders to
provide performance updates
Collaborates with local, regional, and / or national networks or stakeholders
in order to build support for Care Delivery
Provide input and feedback to senior leadership in order to suggest /
recommend improvements to streamline efficiencies within the department
Serve as a subject matter expert to internal and external stakeholders on
various reimbursement models and risk based methodologies
Assist in the implementation of the national contracting and credentialing
enterprise platform

Qualifications for implementations manager

Technical understanding of the delivery of a range of core Custody and Fund

Example of Implementations Manager Job
Description
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Assessing and answering to complex client demand and the delivery of
comprehensive, workable, commercial operating models, including inclusion
of risk and control parameters in daily activities and partnership with teams
including Legal, Risk and Credit
An understanding of the regulatory regime and impacts on the funds industry
particularly as they relate to changes in both a client’s operating model and a
service provider’s response
Partner with other senior segment leads in Sales, Client Services to influence
and define JPM’s product and segment strategy including sponsoring into the
on-going investment cycle for our business
Able to demonstrate strong presentation and communication skills,
documenting operating models/technical requirements, whilst maintaining a
structured, disciplined and collaborative approach
Able to demonstrate a strong client experience track record interacting at
senior levels COO, Head of Operations


